Sounds of Your Name
by Nate Powell

Microcosm Publishing is pleased to announce the release of underground comic legend Nate Powell’s Sounds Of Your Name, a collection of fourteen years of Powells’ comics.

Poignantly plumbing the existential angst of youth, Sounds Of Your Name invokes great coming-of-age novels with only a few dozen words. The book collects his self published zines and comics dating back to 1992, his first two graphic novels (Tiny Giants and It Disappears), and new work. These stories build vignette by vignette into a rich tableau of lofty dreams and Deep South disappointment, giving us a reminder of the persistence of wonder against all odds.

With intricate, sometimes chaotic drawings, Powell examines the complications that come with passing from childhood into adulthood. It’s personal, understated, and impressionistic, with clean stark blacks and whites and a penchant for the dignity of more “traditional” layout as a vehicle for narrative.

“With a wisdom beyond his years, Powell explores, in meticulous black and white, those all-too-gray questions most people choose to ignore.”
-Diana Schutz, senior editor, Dark Horse Comics

“Frame by frame, his work is more varied in every way than that of most other comics artists, yet he unfailingly maintains narrative momentum by carrying over details from one panel to the next, no matter how altered the angle of vision. Brilliant.” —Booklist

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Nate Powell lives in Bloomington, Indiana and plays in the popular punk band “Soopie Nun Squad”. His previous books, “Tiny Giants” and “It Disappears” were published by Soft Skull Press. His newest graphic novel, “Wormwood” is published by Top Shelf Comics.

ABOUT THE PUBLISHER:
Microcosm Publishing is an independent publisher and distributor based in Portland, Oregon. Our titles attempt to teach self empowerment to disenfranchised people and to nurture their creative side.